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Market Meter (The U.S. Equity Markets at a Glance)
Short-term
(days-weeks)

We have now seen roughly an 18% move in $SPX off the lows from late December. That is quite
the rally and when you dive into individual sectors and names that make up the $SPX, it might not
look as crazy as it sounds. Constructive rotation is taking place right before our eyes. Last month
we noted we want to see continued strength from financials, consumer discretionary and
technology sectors. This is still the case here in the short-term and even with a fade or
consolidation up here, we should be taking pullbacks as buying opportunities until proven
otherwise. Another key ingredient that has aided this rally to levels not expected to see by many, is
the fact that small caps have and continue to lead the charge. This tells us that risk is firmly on for
the time being. For levels in $SPX that we are most concerned about, we want to look at 2,7842,814 as a level of key inflection to either stall at and fail or break through. This is currently only a
few points away so be prepared to act swiftly.

Mid-term
(weeks-months)

For levels to the downside we want to be in the stance of either sideways consolidation within the
$SPX or fade into support. Support can and should be seen near 2,688 which would give an
opportunity to shake some market participants out, while still adhering to an uptrend. Further on
down the line, support can also be seen near 2,648. We are not calling for these levels, to either
the upside or the downside, but simply making you the reader aware that these price pivots need to
be kept on alert should we see violation of said prices. At this moment we would like to see
financials step up again and lead another surge higher. They started to weaken relatively here a
few weeks back but look to be finding strong buyers as we trade near the middle of February. The
$VIX is now back to levels not seen since the beginning of October, at the start of this corrective
phase. This points toward fear slowly leaving the market but expect to see minor bounces if we get
extended on major inflection points.

Long-term
(months-years)

Longer-term perspectives still point toward individual names or sectors performing strong like
discretionary or real estate, but the range that we have set is still well within play when discussing
the major indices. We are referring to the highs and lows set specifically in the $SPX. Could we
continue to trade out of this range throughout the 2019 year? Certainly, but until this is the case we
must utilize the major top of 2,934 and the major low of 2,350 as extreme ranges for the long-term
perspective. Choppy ranges or better known as consolidations can both be a positive and a
negative. With that said you have sectors like healthcare (XLV) only 2.7% away from registering alltime highs again. This sector was leading the market before the corrective phase and has helped
lead this market to the topside. To close, breadth within the NASDAQ and $SPX continues to trend
well, this should be welcomed as we trade into the end of Q1 2019.
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Profit Strategies
Ron DeLegge, Founder

If you’re still in winter hibernation mode and haven’t yet emerged from your cave, here’s a quick recap: The
stock market appears to have re-reached a permanently high plateau. Apologies for stealing words from the
late Irving Fisher, who badly mis-predicted the 1929 crash, but we couldn’t help ourselves.
In a matter of just two months, stock
market conditions have gone from
extremely bearish to extremely bullish.
The CNN Fear/Greed index was near
zero (very fearful) in December and now
in February it’s 70 (greedy).
Industry sector-wise, all 11 S&P 500
groups are up for 2019. And the once
beleaguered energy sector ETF (XLE) is
now leading the pack. Even the formerly
puke-worthy FAANG group and ETFs
closely tied to it like technology (XLK)
and communication services (XLC) are
posting double digits gains between 10 to
12%.
By definition, we’re not pessimists. We’d
rather think of ourselves as opportunists.
Nevertheless, the sharp rebound in
stocks, fun as it’s been for bulls, is hardly
the mother of all buying opportunities.
Moreover, it’s a temporary pause from
stock market selling yet ahead. But we
still have to ask: How long will the current
dead cat bounce continue?
The legendary Barton Biggs once
reminded us how Mr. Market “delights in
torturing us in different ways.” Certainly,
this has been the case for bearish traders
that added to their positions in December
and January.
Still, let’s not forget that stock prices
always move faster to the downside than
the upside. That means the year-to-date
gain of 12% for the total U.S. stock
market that took almost two months to
unfold, could easily be wiped out in just a matter of days. It’s happened in the past and will happen again in the
future. Thus, we remain comfortable stay defensive and to selectively reload in areas that won’t get
slaughtered when Mr. Market loses his exuberance.
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Will Volatility (VIX) Revert to its Mean?
After spending the last part of 2018 firmly above 30, the S&P 500 Volatility Index (VIX) began its slide on
Dec. 24 and ever since then, has crashed a breathtaking -100% from its peak. Since then, the VIX has spent
most of this year below 20 and now trades in the 14-15 range. Is a mean reversion ahead?
Here’s the definition of mean reversion:
“It’s a theory suggesting that prices and returns eventually move back towards the mean or
average. This mean or average can be the historical average of the price or return or another
relevant average such as the growth in the economy or the average return of an industry.”
If mean reversion theory is correct – and there can be aberration time frames when it’s not – the VIX is due for
a pop that could take it back to toward its December +20 range.
Our best trades in VIX have consistently occurred by taking positions in long VIX ETFs like the ProShares VIX
ST Futures ETF (VIXY) when the VIX is declining or crashing. Although these trades frequently require SSP
(stomach, stamina, and patience), more often than not, we’ve been handsomely rewarded.
We’re adding a new position in VIXY near current prices of $26.81 up to a buy limit of $27.50. VIXY aims
for performance that is closely linked to short-term VIX futures contracts. Why do we like this trade? Because
a) we turn into aggressive buyers when VIX is crashing and b) we don’t want to miss the reversal, or “mean
reversion” in VIX when it happens. 
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Our March ETF Income Trade
Our Income Mix Portfolio is a hypothetical $100,000 unhedged ETF portfolio that began in Feb.2012 and sells
monthly covered calls* to generate high income. It will generally consist of positions in just two ETFs: the
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY) and SPDR Gold Shares (GLD). At times, we may add another ETF if the quoted call
option premium is adequately high enough for us to warrant executing a trade.
The Income Mix Portfolio deliberately invests in ETFs covering distinctly different asset classes. It also
purposely limits the portfolio to 2-3 ETFs for simplicity. Finally, we always execute our monthly income trades
one month in advance. (EX: Our current March income trade is executed in February.)
Recap from last month: Our GLD FEB $125 calls expired worthless out of the money and we still own our
100 shares. Meanwhile, our SPY FEB $270 calls got called away for a $1,300 gain, so we’re executing the
following trade below.

For our March 2019 Income Trade we’re
executing the following moves:
GLD (Own 100 shares @ $126.30)
Sell GLD MAR 2019 $128 calls near $40
per contract. (Calls expire on 3/15/19)
SPY (Buy 400 shares @ $277.40)
Sell SPY MAR 2019 $281 calls near $210
per contract. (Calls expire on 3/15/19)

Income Mix Portfolio
($123,590 hypothetical value)
SPDR S&P 500 (SPY)

SPDR Gold Shares (GLD)

9%
GLD

Based upon the moves listed above, we’ll
collect around $880 in monthly income from
our March trades.

89% SPY

Since inception in Feb. 2012, our Income
Mix Portfolio has generated $50,512 or
$615.97 per month over the past 82 months.
NOTE: For income results that closely mimic our March income trade, subscribers can execute covered call
options trades within 3 days of our alerts.
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Vital Signs – Snapshot of Key Asset Classes & Sentiment Gauges
After a three-month surge, the CBOE S&P 500 Volatility Index (VIX) has pulled back and stock market fear
is gone. We still have an open defensive trade via ticker symbol “SH,” which is built to go up when the S&P
500 declines. Gold prices are trickling higher and we added a new position in IAU last month. The public’s
panic level, once it returns, will get gold higher. The euro has sunk to one year lows and looks poised to
make a run toward its 2017 bottom. All the ingredients for a euro bear market remain in place.
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A Market of Rotating Extremes
It’s truly amazing what one quarter can do for the stock market in terms of price and sentiment. We have now
gone from extreme oversold conditions with key components of the market leading to the downside, to ‘V’
bottoms almost everywhere you look, and new highs seen in certain sectors. When you slice into the individual
sectors and sub-sectors you start to realize that many individual names have constructive situations taking
place. In this issue we want to highlight what is going well within the current structure, and what might be still
trying to prove that this bounce has viability. While also trying to answer the question, what is to expect in
March to wrap up Q1?
Broad Market Views
Let’s start with a simple and straight forward RRG pictured below. This specific perspective has the first data
point dating back to the start of the year to grasp the underlying strength that we have seen throughout the
past six weeks. With $SPY acting as the center of the x and y axis, we can see the rotation take place from
defensive success back in late December, to a place of a risk on appetite slowly improving throughout January
and into February.
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We want to point out the leadership seen in the consumer discretionary space. This is already back in the
leading quadrant and certainly a sector we want to be leading the charge. The more noticeable situation
however is the grouping and how these groupings move together within quadrants. The weakening quadrant is
filled with staples, utilities, healthcare and real estate, all sectors that have strong correlations to move together
from a strength perspective. Many are still within uptrends, but from a relative strength standpoint, they are all
starting to fade.

$SPY, shown above is offering great analysis for the given market participant. Let’s first start with the
retracement advance off the lows. There was little pause as we traded back up into certain resistance levels
but now we are currently trading into a couple more important levels that may give some reason for pause, at
least for sideways consolidation. $275 is the first level of inflection that we currently are pausing at. We want to
be using this along with the $279.25 level. This is really where we see the most resistance in the coming
weeks to finish out Q1. The next question we want to be asking is, if we do see consolidation or a fade back
from this incredible +17% run, where can we find the possibility of support? Or do we see support show up at
all? We likely want to see $267.50 hold for a couple reasons, the first being this is where the last relative low
has taken place. Second, this is roughly the bottom of the volume at price level shown in blue on the left. This
is the strong volume bar which tells us within this timeframe, the most volume has traded during the prices
within the range. Another strong note is the EMA’s now up trending and showing their slope increasing upward.
This points toward a shift not only in price to the topside, but time as well where price has held above these
specific EMA’s. Other than price rallying, time is really the other key ingredient to solve a corrective or bear
market situation. The last point we want to make is the % of stocks within the S&P 500 whose price is above its
200-day EMA. Currently that number sits at 64.48%. We show a green line at 60, orange line at 50 and red line
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at 40 on the chart above. This gives us an awareness of broad perspective. If we have a number above 50-60,
we likely we a market that is trending well, or at least working on testing a positive trend. If we see a % below
50-40, we likely have a market of stocks not performing well from a trend standpoint. These trends are
downward and not healthy, like we witnessed in Q4.
Defined Risk Opportunities
We want to move forward with a couple longer-term defined risk opportunities within the broad market place.
The first would be an area of the market that has been under pressure for some time now, especially with the
U.S./China trade negotiations taking place. $FXI has been outperforming $SPY for a few months now but the
outperformance has really come from sideways consolidation rather than up trending prices.

We believe $FXI is now at a critical inflection point on the weekly perspective near $43, where resistance either
sets in, or we get increasing prices as momentum improves to the topside. The PPO is acting well but is still
below the zero line. If we rollover near the zero line, this ETF could be in for continued consolidation, which
likely leads to underperformance. This makes this analysis and risk straight forward, we need to see prices
continue higher through $43 or we would rather consider something like $SPY.
The second opportunity that we could be seeing take a major turn is $GLD. This is incredibly dependent on the
$USD however. The great thing about this setup right now is that we have clear inflection points to trade from.
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$GLD needs to trade over $125.75 to get us interesting in breaking out of this nearly 6+ year consolidation. If
this does not happen, be prepared for continued sideways action.

The relative strength against the $USD is really going to be important to determine whether this ETF has legs
to advance. Lately $GLD has performed well vs. the $USD but when analyzing the $USD, we see an ongoing
trend that is strong for the time being. So, be patient with this trade and if it doesn’t break above $125.75, don’t
force it. Another positive note on this longer-term setup is the PPO situation. Even while being flat on the zero
line for almost two years, it looks to be trying to trade up and over the zero line, showing a boost in momentum.
Be attentive to the US dollar and let the $GLD trade come to you, it very well could setup for a nice multi-year
trade, should we see certain supply/demand levels breached. 
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(Podcast) Commandments for Trading ETFs
Everyone and anyone that owns ETFs is a trader This even includes
individuals who trade infrequently. What are basic trading principles
for ETF investors?
In his latest podcast episode, Ron DeLegge shares the
“Commandments of Trading ETFs” with listeners. Also, Sylvia
Jablonski from Direxion Investments joins the program to talk about
thematic weighted ETFs.
Have you subscribed yet? Since launching our YouTube channel,
ETFguide has amassed over 1,800 subscribers and 300,000 views.
Your free video subscription ensures that you never miss an episode.
Click here to subscribe and watch. 

Your ETF Tools
If you haven’t done so already, be sure to sure to sign up for
ETFguide’s suite of investor guides.
Due to the sheer number of ETFs being launched, we’ve
built tools to help you stay ahead of the fast moving market.
Here’s what we now offer:






Active ETF Guide tracks actively managed funds
ETP Commodities Guide follows commodity linked
products
Long/Short ETF Guide gives a quick snapshot of
inverse and leveraged tickers organized by asset
class.
First Look ETF provides a monthly view of the
newest ETF launches and latest trends.

Although all of our investor guides are complimentary, email
sign up is required to receive future updates.
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Mega Investment Theme Report
For ETFguide members new to our “Mega Investment Theme Report” (MITR) here’s how it works: We identify
and rank major investment themes by order of importance. We also include associated ETF ticker symbols.
Our theme rankings are adjusted (up or down) by their immediate impact and order of importance.
We include relevant ETF ticker symbols that are associated with and impacted by each related theme. Rather
than providing simply a generic market signal, we believe linking related ETF tickers to themes is far more
practical. Why? Because it will help you to make specific investment decisions related to a certain theme.

Lastly, we added a final row – with a star icon – that focuses on other less important investment
themes that didn’t make the top five, but are nevertheless on our radar screen. Related ETF tickers
are only provided once a particular theme graduates into the top five rankings. 

Rank

Theme

ETF Tickers

Emerging Markets: Stocks from emerging countries have started out strong in
2019. Single country ETFs from China, Latin America, Brazil, and Russia are all
outperforming their developed market peers.

1 

No open trades

2 

Leveraged ETFs Jump to Life: Most 2x and 3x daily leveraged stock ETFs
are in a major upswing. India is the lone exception.

No open trades

3 

Commodities: Prices for energy commodities got crushed in 2018, contributing
to overall weakness in the group. A trade truce between China and the U.S.
could be a good thing for the entire group. We added a defensive position in
gold (IAU) on Jan. 17 and precious metals have been quietly edging higher
over the past 3-5 months.
Rising Yields: There’s a temporary pause on rising U.S. interest rates and it’s
caused a surge in rate sensitive assets like real estate. Regardless, the rate
cycle is still in the midst of an uptrend. And the financial pressure will mount on
low rated debt (junk bonds) and industries like homebuilders and real estate.
We’re short these selected areas.
Stock Market Volatility: Last year we hit the VIX jackpot three times: A +16%
gain on 12/17, a +12.2% gain on 10/26 and a +69% gain in VIXY from Feb. 1 to
6. This time around, we’re adding a new position to VIXY. We like buying
volatility when it’s cheap.
Other investment themes we’re monitoring: The falling euro, cloud
computing, AI/Robotics, FinTech and Cyber-security are all important themes.
So is the emergence of crypto-currencies, even though they are stuck in a bear
market.

IAU

4 

SRS, SJB,
XHB put options

5 

VIXY (New
Position)

BOTZ, HACK,
SKYY, ROBO,
ROBT, SOCL
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ETP Performance Trends
All stock market regions were negative in 2018 and this year, almost all are positive. On the leader board,
Brazil (EWZ) has jumped over +16% and Latin America (ILF) is hot across the board. Leveraged ETFs linked
to both areas like BRZU (3x Brazil) and LBJ (3x Latin America) have soared +39.57% and +51.10%
respectively.
Commodities have rebounded and that’s helped to lift big commodity exporters like Canada (EWC) and
Russia (RSX).Elsewhere, Asian stocks (VPL) are strong, with India (INDY) being the lone exception.
Financial regulators in India have sought to impose trading curbs on stocks with derivatives. Judging by market
action, some market participants have interpreted this to be invasive.
The U.S. (VTI) and Chinese (GXC) stock market have seemingly forgotten about the fact that both countries
are still embroiled in a trade dispute. Much economic damage by the quarrel has already been inflicted and is
impacting corporate earnings for companies with heavy business ties to China. 
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